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Smith, E. A. and Sokhansanj, S. 1990. Natural convection and
temperature of stored produce —a theoretical analysis. Can. Agric.
Eng. 32: 91-97. The temperature in bins of porous material is affected
by the ambientweatherconditions. The effectof conductionand natural
convection in this process is examined. A condition for convection to
influence the temperature is derived by an approximateanalysisof the
systemand this condition is confirmedby detailed numerical solutions
of the full equations. The analysis shows that for small cereal grains
such as wheat, heat tansfer is dominated by conduction, but for larger
particles the effect of convection is more important. Respiration and
the slow moisture transfer that occur in storage have little effect on
the average temperature of the material. However, if conduction
dominates the energy transport process, the moisture transfer has a
noticeable effect on temperature in the regions where the transfer is
occurring. But if convection is significant the temperature throughout
the bin is not influenced by respiration or slow rate of drying or rewet-
ting.Theeffectof convection is to mix the temperaturemore thoroughly
so that it is closer to the ambient value.

INTRODUCTION

The qualityof agricultural material is influencedby its tempera
ture and moisture so it is important to be able to predict temp
erature and moisture inside stores. It is a common perception,
borne out by limited experimental data, that as a result of heat-
induced natural convection a differential moisture distribution
occurswithinthe grain in store. Aggregated high-moisturezones
are ideal sites for mould and insect growth, accelerated
respiration, and dry matter loss.

The temperature of the stored material is determined by the
ambient weather conditions and by the method by which changes
in the weather are transferred into the store. A weather factor
which has a major effect on the storage temperature is the solar
radiation (Jiang and Jofriet 1987). Thus the color of buildings
and the material from which they are constructed have an effect
(Muir 1973). Annual variations in temperature are also impor
tant but short-term daily changes are not (Converse et al. 1973).

Most models which simulate the temperature of stored
products assume that thermal conduction is the main form of
heat transport (Yaciuk et al. 1975; Jiang and Jofriet 1987).
It is known that natural convection occurs in grain silos (Schmidt
1955) but it seems that this does not greatly influence the temp
erature if only conduction is required to model the heat transfer
process. Conduction models have been used to estimate the air
flow through beds of grain and the rate of mass transfer (Lo
et al. 1975; Muir et al. 1980). These methods are successful
in simulating the temperature and moisture content even in
systems with complex geometries (Gough 1985). This paper
considers whether models based on conduction will always be
accurate enough to calculate bed temperatures and if not, to
establish when convection is important.
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The process of natural convection in a porous medium is
described by Combarnous and Bories (1975). Details of both
theoretical and experimental work are described. Most of the
work does not deal with agricultural conditions. An exception
is the studyby Beukemaet al. (1983)of natural convectionwhen
there is a heat source in the porous material. Their model was
used to study heat transfer in a rectangular bin and a full three-
dimensional analysis was used. The work showed that natural
convection influences the cooling of agricultural produce for
storage. They found that convection increased the rate of heat
transfer and resulted in a steady state temperature which was
11 % below the value when no convection was included in the
model.

Work by Close and Peck (1986) shows that the techniques
used to study heat transfer in natural convection, where there
is no mass transfer, can be used to study the situation where
there is mass transfer. In their experiment they studied air flow
through a packed bed of glass spheres where the spheres were
coated with water. The coating was maintained by a flow of
water through the bed. The resulting process involvedboth heat
and mass transfer. But Close and Peck (1986) were able to show
that the equationswhich described the process could be put in
the same form as the equations which describe heat transfer
alone. Thus the same techniques can be used to solve the
problem. It is possible that thisapproach couldbe usedto model
natural convection involving heat and mass transfer in grain
stores.

The full equations, which describe natural convectionin grain
beds were derived by Nguyen (1987) and several simulations
were presented, including the case in which there is an open
space above the grain bed. The equations include the convec
tion transport of moisture but not the transfer by diffusion. The
velocity of air during natural convection is very small so
moisture transport by diffusion is almost as fast as convective
transport (Close and Peck 1986). However, Davidson (1986)
showed that reasonable, accurate results can be achieved by
ignoring diffusion.

The methods used to solve the conduction equation have been
the finite difference method (Yaciuk et al. 1975) and the finite
element method (Jiang and Jofriet 1987). For the equations
which model both convection and conduction, the main tech
nique used has been the finite difference method. There are
several ways of using the finite difference method for this
problem. A detailed description of one useful method is given
by Datta and Teixeira (1987), for natural convection in canned
liquid food, which could be modified for natural convection in
a porous medium. The technique involves an upwind
differencing method for the convection term. Then using values
of temperature and stream function at one time the temperature
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at the end of the next time step is calculatedusing an implicit
alternating method. Finally the stream function is computed
using a method of successive overrelaxation. Several other,
similar approaches are described by Bejan (1984).

The finite difference method, rather than the finite element
method is probably used because of its greater stability when
a process involves both convection and conduction. But in
natural convectionthe air velocity is usually very small so insta
bility in the numerical method is less likely. The results
presented here show that the finite element method works satis
factorily andhastheadvantage that it canmoreeasily dealwith
curved boundaries.

In this paper the grain temperature is modelled using equa
tions describing heat transferby convection and conduction but
not mass transfer. The work shows why pure conductionmodels
give good estimates of grain temperature. Theconditions under
which the conduction model is not satisfactory are derived. In
particular it is shown thatconvection strongly affects thetemp
erature when the packed bed is formed of particles with
diameters largerthanthose of small cereal grains such as wheat.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The velocityof the air through the porous mediumsatisfies two
equations (Beukema et al. 1983)

= 0 (1)

(the symbols used are defined in the List of Symbols)

v= -- f ip-g_pa [1 -&{T-Ta)]\ (2)

where the Boussinesq approximation has been used. This means
that in deriving Eq. 1 it was assumed that the density of the
air pa was constant while in Eq. 2 the density is a function of
temperature

P=Pa [1 -0(7- Ta)]

where /3 is the thermal expansion coefficient of air, Ta is the
average temperature of the ambient air and pa is its density.
The values of Ta, paand 0 are assumed to be constant. For this
to be valid, (T - Ta) should not be too large ( < 20°C).

Equation 2 is a variation of Darcy's law. This equation is not
accurate for the air velocity used when drying agricultural
material. But with natural convection the velocity is very small
andDarcy's lawis accurate if thevelocity is lessthanthelimiting
velocity, which from Bird et al. (1960) is

dpav
< 10

so v < 3 x 10~2 m/s

assuming d = 3 X 10 "3 m, \ilpa = 1.5 X 10 "5 m2/s and
6 = 0.4 for air and grain. This is also supported by data on
thepressure dropthrough wheat at lowair velocities (American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) Yearbook 1986) which
show that air velocity increases linearly with pressure drop.

Equations 1and2 couldbe usedto calculatethepressure/? and
the components of v, but it is simpler to rewrite Eq. 1 in terms
of a stream functionx in cylindricalcoordinates(Birdet al. 1960)
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1 dX A 1 dX
vr = - — and vz = — —

r dz r br
(3)

These equations automatically satisfy Eq. 1. Then replacing v
by x in Eq. 2 and using y x (vp) = 0 gives

0 =
dr \r dr) dz \r dz J HA dr (4)

where

Ra = KpagPAH/(iia) is the Rayleigh number. The value of
this number determines whether or not convection is important.

The energy equation (Beukema et al. 1983) is

^ +7(v. v)r=« v2r+e/(q,)m
dt

where 7 = Cp I (Cp),p/m*

(5)

The heat capacity of the air in the porous medium is
Cp = 1230 J / (m3K) (Beukema etal. 1983). The heat capacity
of the mixture of air and porous material is (Cp)m.

The ratio a = kl(Cp)m is thethermal diffusivity of themixture,
where the term k is the thermal conductivity of the mixture of
air and solid matter. Values of these constants for many agricul
tural productsare recorded in Mohsenin(1980)and the ASAE
Yearbook (1986).

The air and solid matter are assumed to have the same temp
erature T. Energy flow is controlled by convection, conduc
tion and respiration. It is assumed that energy invovled in mass
transfer can be ignored. This is later shown to be reasonable
for the slow rates of mass transfer which can occur in storage
conditions.

The rate of heat generation by respiration is

Q= 1.072 x 104y

where Fis the value of gC02 I kg dry matter produced by the
porous medium. In this paper the value of Yis calculatedusing
the formulae quoted by Thompson (1972) for corn, based on
the work of Steele et al. (1969). For wheat, the method was
modified as described by Morey et al. (1981). In evaluating Y
it was assumed that the moisture content of the solid is uniform
and that its temperature is given by the energy Eq. 5.

Eqs. 4 and 5 were solved for x and T, then Eq. 3 was used
to evaluate velocities.

For most of this paper the temperature was calculated for
porous material in a cylindrical bin with height h and radius
R. This problem is two dimensional with two coordinates (r,
z) and is also symmetrical about the central line r = 0. The
boundary conditions for T and x are based on those used by
Converse et al. (1973). The temperature of the air and solid
at the top and sides of the bin was given by

T = Tn + A sin [w<"-™>] (6)

while on the bottom of the bin and on the central line (r = 0)
the temperature gradient normal to the surface is zero. Also,
no air flows across any solid surface or the central line. These
conditions are
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dT
—=0ontheliner=0
dr

dT
—=0onthelinez=0
dz

(7)

andx=onthelinesr=0,r=R,z=0andz=H

Theinitialconditionsarethatx=0andthatthetemperature
oftheairandgraininsidethebinareequaltotheambienttemp
erature(Eq.6)whentd=0.

APPROXIMATEANALYSIS

Theapproximateconditionswhenconductionandconvection
significantlyaffectthetemperatureofthesolidmaterialare
derivedinthissection.Todothis,onlyorderofmagnitude
estimatesofthetermsinEqs.1,2and5willbeused.

ForconductiontosignificantlyaffectthetemperatureEq.5says
that

dTdT\d_/dT\
~dt~"rdr\dr)

tATAT
thus—~a—z

dtR2

sobt~R2IOL

Forwheat,bt~8x107s,wherea=1.076x10"7m2/s
andR=3m.Thismeansthatambienttemperaturevariations
oftheorderofayearwillinfluencethetemperatureofthesolid
matterbutvariationwithashortertimescale,suchasthediurnal
variation,willnotaffectthetemperature.Thiswasshownto
betrueforbinsofwheatbyConverseetal.(1973).Because
ofthis,theambienttemperatureismodelledbyEq.6inwhich
dailyvariationsareignored.

Equations1and2showthatthevelocitycanbeestimatedby

v<[G)2+>]-*""ih
(8)

whereitisassumedthatAT~A,andAistheamplitudeof
thetemperaturevariationinEq.6.

ConvectionwillbeimportantintheenergyEq.5ifitisaslarge
orlargerthantheconductionterm.Thisgives

/ATAT\(ATA7\

butfromEq.1vr/R~vzIHso

thenusingEq.8gives
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(9)

ThusifHIR=1thenconductionisimportantwhen

Ra>2/7

butifHIRislargetheconditionforconvectionbecomes

\2

Ra>
(HIRY

27

Thustheconditionforconvectiondependspartlyontheproper
tiesoftheporousmedium,partlyonthedimensionsofthebin
andpartlyonthevariationsinambienttemperaturewithrespect
totheaveragestoragetemperature.ValuesofRaIHfortypical
agriculturalproductsshowifconvectionislikelytobe
significant.

RalH=Kpag&A/(iia)andthetermwhichvariessignificantly
fromoneproducttoanotheristhepermeability,k.

Theothertermsarefairlyconstant,althoughthereissome
variabilityinabetweenproducts.AlsothetermsA,paandj8
dependontheambienttemperature.Thevalueofpermeability
canbeestimatedfrompressuredropvelocitydatareportedin
theliterature(NealeandMesser1976;Chauetal.1985;ASAE
Yearbook1986)oritcanbeestimatedfromtheKozeny-Carman
formula(Close1983)

d2e3

172.8(1-e)2

whichisbasedonamodifiedversionoftheHagen-Poiseuille
formula(Birdetal.1960).Andsinceporosityeisfairlycons
tantat0.4,themaintermwhichaffectspermeabilityisthemean
diameter,doftheparticles.

Forwheat,RalH=1.4X103whenfiU=4x103,
g=9.81,a=1.076X10-7,0=3.47x10-3,
7=8.5X10"4,pa=1.23andA=15whicharethevalues
usedformostofthispaper.SoifHIR=1convectionisimpor
tantifH>1.7mandifHIR=10thenH>43mforthetem
peraturetobeaffectedbyconvection.Thusfortypicalvalues
ofHandR,convectionhasasmalleffectongraintemperatures.

Butconvectionhasmoreeffectiftheparticlesizeislarger.
ForshelledcornRalH—5X103soforconvectiontobe
importantifHIR=1thenH>0.5mandifH/R=10then
H>12m.Forwholecorncobs,potatoes,orangesandapples
RalH~104to5X104soconvectionwillnormallybeimpor
tant.Thesevaluesareveryapproximatebecausethevalueof
permeabilitydependsonpackingdensity,howcleantheproduct
isandwhethertherearefinesinbetweenthemainparticles.

RalHalsodependsontheambienttemperatureTaandA,the
amplitudeofthetemperaturevariationsinEq.6.Forthese
approximatecalculationsitwasassumedthatA=15°C.This
isatypicalvalueforthegrain-growingregionsofcentralCanada
aswellasotherareas(A=15.3°CforConverseetal.(1973)).
Butthevaluewilldependongeographicallocationandthe
amountofsolarradiationabsorbedbythebinwall.

COMPUTATIONPROCEDURE

TosolveEqs.4and5forxandT,acombinationforthefinite
elementmethod(forthespacevariables)andtheCrank-
Nicolsonmethod(forthetimevariable)wasused.Thefinite
elementmethodwasusedforitsabilitytodealeasilywiththe
curvedboundarieswhichcanoccuringrainstores.TheCrank
Nicolsonmethodwasusedratherthanafullfiniteelement
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representation because it is simpler and commonly found to be
accurate (Zienkiewicz 1977).

The error in the method is proportional to the sum of the error
in time and the error in space calculations. For time, the error
was proportional to the square of the time step and for the space
calculations theerrorwas proportional toN~2 where N was the
number of elements used. The area was divided into triangular
elements and a cubic basis function was used.

Thus, by a combination of reducing the time step and
increasing the number of triangles, the error in the solution was
reduced. This was done until the value of temperature for one
solution was less than 0.05 °C different from the solution

obtained using the next most accurate solution.
The values of the time step and the number of triangles depend

on the problem being solved. But if large velocities and steep
gradients occurred typical values were N = 100 and time step
= 1 h. But fewer elements and longer time steps could be used

in problems where conduction dominates the heat flow process.

VALIDATION

To check that the model gives accurate results, two sets of
experiments were simulated and the results compared with the
observed values.

In the first experiments described by Converse et al. (1973)
the temperature of the air/grain mixture was measured in a tall
silo of wheat. In this experiment the energy flow was domi
nated by conduction. The second set of experiments concerned
natural convection in a bed of sand saturated with water. The

bed was heated uniformly and significant convective flows were
produced (Hardee and Nilson 1977).

Conduction

In the experiment described by Converse et al. (1973) wheat
filled a cylindrical bin with H = 33.528 mandi? = 2.743 m.
The temperature of the ambient air was described by Eq. 6 with
Ta = 14.2°Cand^ = 15.3°C. The initial temperature of the
grain was 6.1 °C and the moisture content was 13.3 % wet basis.
The value of thermal diffusivity a = 1.076 x 10"7 m2/s. For
wheat and low airflow the value of \il k was 4 x 103 thus
Ra ~ 5 X 104. With this value, theapproximate analysis sug
gests that convective flow will not significantly influence the
temperature.

The valuesof temperature produced by the simulationwere very
similar to those calculated by Converse et al. (1973). For example
the temperature at a radius of 1.524 m (5 ft) are shown in Fig.
1 together with the values simulated by Converse et al. (1973).

When td = 180 days (summer) in Eq. 6 the calculation
showed that the airflow is counter clockwise. At the point
r = (7/8) R (= 2.4 m), z = H/2 (= 16.764 m) the velocity
v = 5.4 x 10"5 m/s and at the point r = (1/8) R, z = HI2
the velocity v = 1.0 x 10~4 m/s. Which confirms that the
velocities are very small.

Convection and conduction

In the experiment by Hardee and Nilson (1977) a rectangular
bed of sand was filled with NaCl water electrolyte. The width
of the bed was 0.3 m and the height L was variable. The sides
and bottom of the bed were insulated so that there are no heat

flux through them. At the top of the bed the temperature was
held constant (Fig. 2). Heat was generated electrically in the
fluid but in the analysis it was treated as if the heat was gener
ated uniformly throughout the medium. For different values of
heat input, the value of the temperature at the bottom of the
bed was measured.
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Fig. I. Temperature versus time in a cylindrical bin at a radius of
1.524 m, calculated by Converse et al. (1973) ( ), together with
the values produced by the Finite Element simulation ( ).
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Fig. 2. Experimental bed of sand and water used by Hardee et al.
(1977). The sides and bottom are thermally insulated.

It was established experimentally that there is a simple relation
ship between the Nusselt number Nu and the Rayleigh number
Rah, for this heated system. These numbers are defined

Nu =
QL3

2k (TB - Tc)

PagPxQL3
Rah =

ixa2k

The Rayleigh number Rah for this system is based on the heat
Q input to the system. But it plays a similar role to the Ray
leigh number Ra, used earlier in Eq. 4, which is based on the
variations in the ambient temperature.

The Nusselt number is the ratio of Q, the rate at which heat
is put into the system, to the rate at which heat is conducted
out of the top of the bed. When conduction dominates the
process Nu = 1 but as convection becomes more important the
value of Nu increases. Hardee et al. (1977) show that, in this
sytem, convection is important when Rah > 32, but conduc
tion dominates the process when Rah is smaller.

They show experimentally and theoretically that
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Nu = 1 when Rah < 32

Nu = (Rahl32)m when Rah > 32

which is drawn on Fig. 3.

Thisprocess was simulated using Eqs. 1, 2 and 5. The airflow
Eqs. 1and2 were simplified as beforeusinga streamfunction
X. In the rectangular coordinates (x,y) of this experiment, the
stream function is given by

dx A $X
vx = and vv = —.

dy y dx

The equations were solved using the method described in the
section on Computation Procedure. The results are shown in
Fig. 3 together with the values obtained by Hardee and Nilson
(1977). The values plotted in Fig. 3 are the steady state values
which were obtained by running the simulation until the solu
tion was constant from one time step to the next. The simu
lated values of the Nusselt number Nu in Fig. 3 are
approximately 10% lower than the experimental values. This
error in Nu is due to errors in both the temperature and the fluid
velocity. When the fluid velocity is low (Nu = 1) the error in
the temperature is approximately 10%. But if the velocity is
larger then the error in the temperature is less than 10%. The
error may arise because the steady state was not reached in the
simulations or that numerical instabilities occurred in these long
running simulations.

It was in this work that the cubic, triangular elements were
required to maintain accuracy when large values of heat were
put into the system. In the simulation of the previous experi
ment (Converse et al. 1973) accuracy would have been main
tained using linear or quadratic elements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of convection on the temperature and velocity of
the air flowing through a porous medium was studied for the
cylindrical bin described earlier when modelling the Converse
et al. (1973) experiments. For these simulations the radius of
the bin was taken as R = 3 m. The ambient temperature was
given by Eq. 6 with Ta = 14.2°C and A =15.3°C and the
other boundary conditions were given by Eq. 7. Initially
(td = 0) the grain temperature was uniform and equal to the
ambient air temperature (—0.2°C).

Temperature
Solving the equations, using the method described earlier,
produced the results shown in Fig. 4. Temperature is shown
as a function of increasing convection, represented by Ra. The
ambient temperature is changing with time and the values of
average temperature shown in Fig. 4 are the maximum values
in the first year. This always occurred in the 28th week, just
after the ambient temperature had passed its maximum value.
Similar results occur throughout the year.

From Fig. 4 the average temperature of the HIR = 1 bin
becomes affected by convection when Ra > 104. Similarly,
for the bin with HIR = 10, the temperature increases when
Ra > 105. This agrees with the approximate analysis given
earlier.

The average temperature for the bin with HIR = 10 is lower
than the value for the bin with HIR = 1. This is because in

the bin with HIR = 1, conduction is important in both
horizontal and vertical directions. But when HIR = 10 only
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Fig. 3. Experimental valuesof NusseltNumber (Nu) versusRayleigh
Number (Ra) ( ) obtained by Hardee and Nilson (1977) com
paredwiththe valuesproducedby the Finite Elementsimulation ( ).
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Fig. 4. Results of temperature versus Rayleigh number (Ra)produced
by the Finite Element simulation. These show the average tempera
ture Tover the whole bed when HIR = l and HIR = 10. They are
the maximum values of T throughout the year. Also shown for
HIR = l, are the central temperatures when the effect of drying is
included, TD; and when drying is not included, T0.

the horizontal conduction is significant. Thus the HIR = 10 bin
will respond more slowly to the changing ambient temperature.
In Fig. 4 the ambient temperature was increasing so the tem
perature of the bin with HIR =10 lags behind the temperature
in the HIR =1 bin.

For the values used in this paper RalH ~ 1.4 x 103 for
wheat so convection has a small influence on the grain temper
ature but the temperature will be dominated by conduction. For
tall bins (HIR = 10) horizontal conduction is the main method
of heat transfer as shown by Converse et al. (1973). For squarer
bins, both vertical and horizontal conduction are important as
shown by Muir et al. (1980).

For agricultural products with a larger diameter, the effect
of convection will be more important. Individual temperatures
in the porous medium can change significantly due to convec
tion. In Fig 4 the temperature at the centre of the bin (r = 0,
z = HI2) is shown. For low values ofRa, conduction dominates
the heat transfer from the high ambient temperature to the low
value at the center. But as Ra increases above 104 the central
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temperature approaches the average value because the rapid
transport of energy by convection produces a more uniform
temperature distribution.

Respiration and moisture transfer
The effectof respirationon the temperature was very small. For
the bin with HIR = 1 the values of temperature are plotted in
Fig. 4. In one simulation, respiration was calculated using a
moisture content of 10% wet basis and in the other, the moisture
contentwas 19% wet basis. For the wetter grain the tempera
ture was approximately 0.05 °C above the temperature of the drier
grain; this small difference does not show up in Fig. 4.

The effect of the slow transfer of moisture on the tempera
tureof the material was also small. This was shownby assuming
that the mass transfer rate was 2% wet basis in one year, which
is typical of reported values for wheat (Schmidt 1955; Muir
1973). To estimate the effect on temperature of this transfer
of moisture the following approximate calculation was used.
During summer (weeks 12-38) the material was assumed to
absorb moisture at the rate of 2 % wet basis per year in the area
around the center of the bin (r = 0, z = HI2). This moisture
came from the material which was drying in the area around
the top, center of the bin. For the rest of the year the process
was reversed with drying at the center and rewetting at the top,
centre of the bin. This produced average temperatures which
were approximately 0.03°C above the average temperature
when there was no drying.

Others (Converse et al. 1973; Gough 1985) did not find it
necessary to include moisture transfer in order to obtain accurate
simulations of temperature in grain bins. When Yaciuk et al.
(1975) included the effect of mass transfer they found it did not
improve their conduction-dominated model.

The temperature at the center of the bin (r = 0, z = HI2)
whichoccurred during the drying simulationis shown in Fig. 4.
It is approximately 0.5°C warmer than the value when there
is no moisture transfer. But this difference is reduced as
increasedconvectionproduced a more uniform temperature. The
conclusion is that the average temperature is not influenced by
mass transfer. But the temperature is affected at the place where
the mass transfer occurs if conduction dominates the heat
transfer.

Velocity
The effect of convection on the velocity of the air through the
porous medium is shown in Fig. 5. The bin had dimensions
fl = J? = 3m and the moisture content of the material was

10% wet basis so that respirationwas negligible. The stream
lines when Ra = 102 and when Ra = lO^have asimilar shape
but the gradient is much larger when Ra = 105.

Figure 5 shows the situation in week 28 (summer) and
the air circulates in a counter clockwise direction. When Ra =

102 the velocity at r = R, z = HI2 was 4.0 x 10"6 m/s
while at r = RIS, z = HI2 thevelocity was 2.6 X 10"7 m/s.
When Ra = 105 the velocity at r = R, z = HI2 was
4.0 x 10"3 m/s and at r = RIS, z = HI2 the velocity was
1.8 x KT4m/s.

For thisHIR = 1 bin the velocity willexceed the 3 x 10"2
m/s value where the Darcy Law equation is not valid when
Ra > 106. So the present analysis cannot be used for greater
values of Ra.

CONCLUSIONS

Approximate analysis of the energy and velocity equations show
that the temperature of a porous medium is affected by the
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Fig. 5. The streamlines for convective motion are shown for two values
of Rayleigh Number, Ra. The air circulates in a counter clockwise
direction, showing the situation during the summer. The numbers on
the streamlines are the values of the dimensionless stream function x-
The dimensional values are given by x X 3.23 x 10 m/s

convective transport of energy if

Ra ■['♦©■♦©I*
This result is confirmed by numerical simulation of the full equa
tions for porous material in a cylindrical bin.

For small cereals, such as wheat, Ra is not usually much
above this value so there is little influence from convection.

But ambient temperatures, bin geometry or loose packing of
the cereals could make Ra larger so that convection would have
more effect. For larger particles such as potatoes, oranges or
even shelled corn the effect of convection will be more

noticeable.

The numerical simulations show that the average tempera
ture of the porous material is not affected by the slow respira
tion or low rate of moisture transfer that normally occurs in
storage bins of wheat. Also when convection dominates the
energy transfer process, temperatures throughout the bin are
unaffected by slow moisture transfer because convection rapidly
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mixes up the energy density making it more uniform. But if
conduction is dominant, larger temperature gradients occur and
the local temperature is affected by moisture transfer.

The numerical method used to solve the equations was the
finite element method. This performed satisfactorily even when
there were relatively large convective flows but greater preci
sion was required for these cases compared with problems where
conduction dominated the heat transfer.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = amplitude of ambient temperature variations,
equation (6)
heat capacity of the air
heat capacity of the mixture of air and porous
material

d = diameter of particles which form the porous
material

g = gravitational acceleration
H = height of the cylindrical bin
k = thermal conductivity of the mixture of air and

porous material
L = height of the bed of sand in the Hardee et al.

(1977) experiment
N = number of elements used in the finite element

method

Nu = Nusselt number

p = air pressure
Q = rate of heat input to a system. Either artificial

heat or heat from respiration
R = radius of the cylindrical bin
Ra = Rayleigh number=Kpag(i AHI(iia)
Rah = Rayleigh number for the heated system=Kpag(3

QL3/(iia2k)
r = radial coordinate in the cylindrical coordinate

system
T = temperature of the mixture of air and porous

material

Ta = average temperature of the ambient air
TB = temperature at the bottom of the bed of sand
Tc = temperature of the cold surface at the top of the

bed of sand

t = time in seconds

td = time in days from the beginning of the year
v = superficial velocity of the air (m3/m2s)
x = horizontal coordinate in the rectangular coor

dinate system
y = vertical coordinate in the rectangular coordinate

system
z = vertical coordinate in the cylindrical coordinate

system

a = thermal diffusivity of the mixture of air and
porous material

j3 = thermal expansion coefficient of air
7 = ratio of the heat capacities
dt = time scale over which temperature changes

significantly
AT = approximate value of the temperature difference

between the ambient temperature and the temper
ature at the center of the storage bin

e = porosity
k = permeability
fi = viscosity
p = density of air

(Q,p/m

CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

pa = density of air at temperature Ta
X = stream function
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